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Please consider the environment before printing out this newsletter

I t  T a k e s  T w o  “ J i m s ”  t o  b e  T h e  F i r s t

Literally seconds seperated the first
two photographs over the line in
this month’s “First” for the front

page competition.
So...........it is fitting that as the effort was
obviously well intentioned by both our
members, we felt that the spot should be
shared.
 To the left is “Cyclists Syn-
drome” by Jim Cohoe. Showing the nat-
ural inclination those of us who are
cyclists have; to free the cloth from the
crack after a good peddle on the bicycle!
An instinctive action without regards to
whom might be watching!  Maybe men
do it more than ladies do! This real life

shot won an Honorable Mention in Class A Color.
 Then, the photograph on the right is “Chic Chihuahua Chic” submitted by Jim Riley. This humorous
photograph took the second place award in group A for using special techniques in developing the final print. A
great example of what one can do with ones computer and spending time to bring together an array of images in
an artistic way. Here, resembling a water color.  Well done to both our members who helped bring our monthly
theme “Humor”  to the display tables and create many smiles from our viewers.
 The subject was not at all an easy one but our members brought a great selection to the tables in interpre-
tation of “Humor”!

W ell summer has definitely
arrived and the humidity is
high but don’t let that stop

you from taking photographs. If you are
shooting outdoors, plan to go in the
early morning and evening hours which
happen to be ideal times for

photography.
 You might also consider trying some still life or
portrait photography indoors.
 I would also suggest visiting some of the local
museums for inspiration.
 We are planning several photo trips over the next
several months so be sure visit our meetup website for all
the latest, www.members.irphotoclub.org
Happy Trails,

Pat Rice - president@irphotoclub.org
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Perhaps you’ve recently discovered that you love to take pictures, you’ve joined the
photo club, and maybe you’ve bought a small digital camera. Well, congratulations,
but now what. If you’re interested in making better photographs or, at least,

making photographs that come out the way you imagined, and you’re serious enough to
spend $20 and read a bit, then here are a few ideas that might be of some aid.

 The camera is the tool of photography. And as with all tools, understanding how
your tool works means you’ll know which one to use to get the result you want, i.e., using a flat-head screw
driver to try to remove a philips-head screw, or using a standard toaster to try and make a grilled-cheese
sandwich (this doesn’t work!).

 A good beginner’s book is “The Betterphoto Guide to Digital Photography” by Jim Miotke, available at
Amazon.com for about $16. It was published in 2005, but the basics still apply and the main thing that has
changed since then is that we have more pixels and higher resolutions. This book will teach you how to use your
camera in an easy and simple way, and also teach you the fundamentals so if you do buy a DSLR, you’ll know
how it can be used.

 It’s not what you shoot with, it’s how you shoot. Point & shoot cameras have some limitations as
compared to ‘bigger’ DSLR cameras (digital single lens reflex), but it’s mainly depth of field and noise issues. As
an example, a fair number of photos that were accepted and hung (and got awards) in the current annual Backus
Museum photography show, “Through The Eye of The camera” were taken with point & shoot cameras. Don’t
feel intimidated by people with big expensive cameras and lenses.

 The next step is to slow down a bit. Digital allows us to shoot hundreds of pictures and that’s what most
people end up doing – like firing a machine gun and hoping to hit something. Rather, use the book (and a
written out simple cheat-sheet) to get the effects you want. Pick a subject and go and shoot it on purpose with an
idea of what you want to get.

 For example, the last time I went to shoot water lilies at McKee, I shot three areas and took 31 digital
photos. It took an hour and a half and the biggest difference between the photos was the light coming through
different clouds and waiting for intermittent puffs of wind to die down. I used the puffs of wind to blur the
water and get a ‘painterly’ effect in the reflections, yet had to wait a few seconds so the plants weren’t moving
and blurry. Read the book and you’ll know that I used a long exposure (about 3/4 second), the highest f-stop,
and a tripod so there was no camera shake. Now, for point & shoots – the self-timer is imperative.

 In today’s world, we’ve become so used to the idea that we buy something, turn it on and we get what we
want. Resultantly, there’s a marked resistance to actually having to do something like read a hundred pages in a
book or manual in order to learn how to use what we have bought.

 In life we get what we give, so take some time to learn and you will be rewarded with artistic creation.

 Now, go and shoot and have fun making photographs. You’ll never stop learning because the more you
discover, the more you’ll want to try and do. And, if you’re having trouble organizing all of those pictures, read
my March Dr. Hood article about organizing files on your computer. It can be found online at:

http://www.irphotoclub.org/assets/files/newsletters/2010/march.pdf

New to Photography?
By Dr. Len S. Hood



There is one word that we use probably more than any other in the English
language, and we do not realize how frequently we use it. That word is double.
The word more than likely originated in the French language from the word

“doble” which in turn had come from the Latin word “duplus”, meaning duo-two and
plus-akin to.

 Prior to the invention of the printing press, speech was the only method of
communication and narrative.  Due to colloquial accents in European countries the words
“duplus” and “doble”  became mispronounced and so misheard (but not misunderstood)
and subsequently the word evolved to the word  we use today in English, double.

 We use the word a great deal and to it we attach many meanings. Let’s look at some and see how they vary, even just
so slightly. As an adjective “double” means, twice as much, of extra weight (as in paper), size or quality.  It can mean two of a
sort or kind together, in pairs,  and in acting, two parts, as well as insincere.

 To double is to multiply by two, to fold over, to repeat, to clench or pass around or pass by. If we increase the
quantity by two we double it. However if we double back while running or walking or being pursued we turn sharply around
and go back on the course or direction we had been taking while trying to evade, say, the police!.

 In the military we change the pace when we “double march” or go “double quick”, but not necessarily double the
speed! A duplicate is a double, as is a substitute, when one actor doubles for another and also an exact counterpart is a double.

 A trick is a double, so can an ice cream be or a workers shift can be a double too. Flowers can be double, and book
keepers do double entries. The military will double man a watch but not with substitutes who are also a double. We double
“up” sometimes with sleeping arrangements when the family invades.

 A cheat who is double faced, who has double eyes can double dip and double deal, while traveling on a double deck
bus speaking double Dutch, wearing a double breasted jacket made of double weight cloth which was double dyed and
double stitched,  with a double eagle on his breast pocket and another in it!  All while on the way to a double header!

 We have double barreled guns and double shotted ones too. Musicians  play on a double bass while a violinist may
play on a double stopped instrument. There are double edged swords and double enders which are trains with an engine at
each end, or machines that do the same thing at two ends, such as cross cut saws in a wood mill known as double saws.

 At home we have double glazed double hung windows and double locks on our doors. The State meanwhile double
gilds the Capitol dome and is often quite double minded as well as being double tongued with its citizens.

 A person can be double minded or even double hearted and a Gemini double natured! Perhaps a brilliant person can
be an exceptional person by attending Oxford University and gaining a Double First. That is quite a feat these days, to obtain
a degree with first class honors in both mathematics and the classics.

 One of the best cheeses in the world is Double Gloucester, which is an extra fine really delicious cheese. While in
Devonshire,  Double Devon Cream is delectable, and any good chef will always use double cream (not double the cream) in
the recipe.

There are so many doubles we could write about and which we have not forgotten about as the subject is almost doubly
endless. So why not try your skills at your “DOUBLE” this month. See if you know of a different double a photogenic
double maybe, which will baffle our judges and gain that precious award.

Finally though, in closing, we must not forget the double entendre. Which is a word  or phase with two meanings, one of
which could be a little suggestive, such as the English well wish “Keep your pecker up mate!”  Which actually means keep or
hold your head up high! Not what some naughty minds amongst you might think!

This month’s competition theme



Indian River  PHOTO CLUB AWARD WINNERS MAY 2010

CLASS A:

Color: (10 photos)

1st Gail Cohen Very Bad Hair Day

2nd Donna Green Gotta Tissue?

3rd George Bollis Cigarette Butt

HM Jim Cohoe Cyclists Syndrome

Monochrome: (10 photos)

1st George Bollis Redneck Bud Vase

2nd Tania Ortega-Cowan Inside Joke

3rd Keith Wright-Osment Ooops Missed!

HM Roger Sobkowiak I Will Be Your Friend

Special Techniques (2 photos)

1st Keith Wright-Osment Higher Education

2nd Jim Riley Chic Chihuahua Chick

CLASS B:

Color: (9 photos)

1st Linda Elliott No Napkins

2nd Jacob Martire Comkitty

3rd Zachary Martire The Hang Over

Monochrome: (3 photos)

1st Christine Martire Hay! Can You Help Me Please

2nd Hazel Lacks Hey! Lady…

3rd Sarah Kappel We Are In This Together

Upcoming programs

 In June the program will be by Pat Rice and he intends talking about the ten most common mistakes
you can make using a camera.
 For our July program Mike Ricciardi will take us on an underwater adventure showing and telling
about his great underwater photography.
Next Saturday June 19th Pat will be at McKee Gardens, and do not forget the July 4th Celebrations, just two
weeks away.



Award Recipients for May Humor

“Oooops!”
By Keith Wright-Osment

Third Place Monochrome, Class A

“Inside Joke”
By Tania Ortega-Cowan

Second Place Monochrome, Class A

“Comkitty”
By Jacob Martire

Second Place Color, Class B

“Very Bad Hair Day”
By Gail Cohen

First Place Color, Class A
All Photographs in this newsletter are the property and copyright© 2010 of the
makers of the photographs and may not be reproduced, copied or used in any
form what so ever, without the express written permission of the maker.

NOTE:



Award Recipients for May Humor

“Gotta Tissue?”
By Donna Green

Second Place Color, Class A

Right
“Cigarette Butt”

By George Bollis
Third Place Color,

Class A

“I Will Be Your Friend”
By Roger Sobkowiak

Honorable Mention Monochrome
Class A

“The Hang Over”
By Zachary Martire

Third Place Color, Class B



Award Recipients for May Humor

“Redneck Bud Vase”
By George Bollis

First Place Monochrome, Class A

“Higher Education”
By Keith Wright-Osment

First Place Special Techniques, Class A

“Hay, Can You Help Me Please?”
By Christine Martire

First Place Monochrome, Class B

“Hey! Lady...”
By Hazel Lacks

Second Place Monochrome, Class B

All Photographs in this newsletter are the property and copyright© 2010 of the
makers of the photographs and may not be reproduced, copied or used in any
form what so ever, without the express written permission of the maker.

NOTE:



“We Are In This Together”
By Sarah Kappel

Third Place Monochrome, Class B

The trip to the Alligator Farm and St. Augustine was wonderful.......30 people
were on the bus, the largest group ever for this trip............some opted to
spend the day in St. Augustine and the balance went straight to the Alligator

farm and the birds....

 During the three hour bus ride out of Vero up I-95 to St. Augustine, our
President, Pat Rice announced that he would clean the camera sensor of any one
aboard.............Not sure how many takers he had, but I was one of them and he did a
great job, found a little speck that I didn't even know was there.........he worked back

there for quite a
while cleaning
cameras and
teaching people
how to do their
own
maintenance.

The Spring St. Augustine Coach Trip & Special Bonus
By Carolyn Shafer

Photographs courtesy of Carolyn Shafer

Award Recipients for May Humor

“No Napkins”
By Linda Elliott

First Place Color, Class B



A s a judge in a recent museum photo contest, I am sharing some thoughts,
from that experience, in the hope it may help someone to be more successful with
their future photo contest submissions.

 This particular contest involved approximately 250 submissions, but the museum
only had room to hang about half.
 The three judges’ first job was to eliminate about half of the submissions in the first two hours or ap-
proximately thirty seconds per submission.
 Then the judges chose 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in each category.
 Finally the judges chose Best of Show, from the 1st Place Winners.

PRESENTATION OF THE PHOTO

Keep in mind that there will be a lot of other good photos submitted along with yours so everything
about the photo and the presentation appearance is important.

Small presentation flaws can take a photo out of contention very quickly. When contests involve large
numbers of entries; every detail becomes important.  Examples are:

Poor Framing (scratched, dinged, dirt under the glass, frames that
overwhelm,  shallow frames that can not properly hold a
two-piece matt)

 In this particular contest inexpensive metal frames took a hit.
Poor Matting (uneven margins, distracting colors, or no matt at all)
Poor Print Quality (wrinkled, wavy, scratched, dented, over saturated or over sharpened)

CONSIDERING WHICH PHOTO TO SUBMIT

Photo Club Photos

If you have won a prize in a “themed” photo club contest, your photo might not necessarily show well in an
“open” category contest.  The judges may not understand the story.

The Judges’ Familiarity With Your Photo

If you have won and displayed your work two or three times within a twenty-five mile radius, chances are very
good that one or more of judges have seen it and may be indifferent to it because of their familiarity with the
piece.  When they have seen it too often, it may loose the freshness of the idea.  Yes, it is biased, conscious or un-
conscious.

Photos taken in structured, teacher led classes, are frequently recognized by the judges as such.  Judges are look-
ing for your own original compositions.

Lighting

 Unless you are creating a special effect, a photograph with lackluster or dull lighting makes for an
unimpressive photo.  Lighting (shade & shadow) provides drama.  Think about stage settings or old movies.
What would they be with only neutral lighting?

O b s e r v a t i o n s  b y  a   J u d g e
( o f  P h o t o  C o n t e s t s ,   t h a t  i s ) !

Continued on next page



Eyes

 If your subject of your photograph has eyes, the eye must be in sharp focus.

Personal Subjects

 Be particularly subjective and critical of very personal subjects such as one’s pet or grandchildren.  It is
possible that the photo may be so endearing to the photographer that the technical and artistic impact is
overlooked.

Cropping

 If a photograph is cropped, remember the “rule-of-thirds” whenever possible.  Dead centering a subject,
no matter how colorful or sharp the image, will seldom win.    Also, too much “dead” space on one side can
disappoint the viewer.
 Avoid cutting off important elements of your subject (such as wing tips of airplanes or birds that are
usually key elements).

Artistic Quality ~ Imaginative Creativity

 Ask, “Why is this photo not just another photo that has been done before?”
 Why is your flower blossom or Eiffel Tower better or different than any other.  Look for a photograph
with “impact”, one that captures the viewer’s attention and holds it.
 Submit a photograph that will separate itself from other artists’ photos, one that shows the viewer a new
perspective.

COMMENTS ON THE CATEGORIES

Landscapes/ Seascapes
 Be careful with which area is in sharpest focus as that determines the focal point or topic to the viewer.
An arbitrary leaf or rock is probably not where you want to focus the attention of the judges but rather the entire
scene.

Digital/Manipulated Category
 Flaws like ghosting or double imaging will count against a photo.  If areas are enhanced, blending is
important. Some judges may consider over manipulated photos as some other form or art, but not necessarily a
photograph at all.

Black and White Category
Black and White photos should be just that ~ black and white.  Not blue or gray.  Look for good, rich

contrasts.

Traditional RAW Category
 Some photographers cannot or do not know how to shoot in raw nor compose well in raw with the cam-
era.  Too many are dependent on their computers to salvage or enhance their photos.  At this judging, too much
computer adjustments were not acceptable.
 One of the rules of the contest was that RAW photos could not be cropped so composition while shoot-
ing the photo was critical.

A “TO-DO” LIST THAT WE ALL CAN DO

 Ask unbiased artists to look at your work and offer constructive criticism.
Continued on next page



 Photograph what you are passionate about and look for new ways to photograph that subject.

 Always look for ways to improve.  Use each contest as a “learning” experience.

 Follow the “rules” of the competition explicitly.

 Submit clean, precisely focused, quality work.

 Make the judges’ work simple.

 Show pride in your work.  Envision your work as something that will hang in a significant place, with
very prominent people looking at it.

 Think about the sponsor’s point of view. Is it worthy of their awards and/or display?  Can they be proud
to hang it?

MOST IMPORTANTLY ~ DO NOT GET DISCOURAGED

 The judges have a lot of photos to look at, sometimes under poor lighting conditions, and not at eye lev-
el.  The judges may be under very limited time constraints.

 If your work is not accepted or it does not gain the award you thought it deserved, do not despair.  Under
a different setting and jury your work may have done better (or worse).  Judges are human, and although they
may have years of training in art and photography, they still have personal, subjective biases.  Some other photo-
graph simply may have struck a stronger chord.

 Remember the reason why you create photographic art.  It is because of the stirring that it has upon your
own soul !!!

 Have you any ideas about what programs you would like the club to schedule for your future
meetings?
 Maybe there is a particular photographic subject that needs some clarification in your mind, which
often means that several other members have just the same problem or difficulty as you have. Do not be
shy or embarrassed by “what you might not know”..........we are all members and willing and wanting to
learn and to help.  Just drop an e-mail to the editors and we shall be happy to pass it on to the
committee person whose task is to schedule the topics. Remember, it is the squeaking wheel that gets
the oil!

Please note, we do acknowledge all our e-mails!

 Have you joined the meet up group yet? For those of you who want instant informa-
tion then the Meetup group is for you. Our meet up group is only open to our paid-up club
members.

Visit meetup!

Bits & Pieces



Above:  “Moray, Up Close and Personal”

Below;  “On The Edge” (Skunk Anemone Fish)
both By Mike Ricciardi

 Above: “Beauty Times Two”
Right: “Potpourri”, awarded 2nd Place in Digital, Black & White

Both by J.R. Williams

“Salutation to the Sun”
By Denise Ritchie
1st Place Still Life



Left
“Tropical Impression”

 By Jim Riley

Above
“Timeless Beauty”
By Ginger Shoun

Left
“Saturday Night”
  By Jim Cohoe

Right
“Crested Carcaea”

By Jim Riley

Right
“Man from Gwent”

By Stefania Wright-Osment



These five photographs were entered
by Gail Cohen.

“Doors”, the center photograph
received an Honorable Mention

and “Covered Wagon”
a Second Place.

“Snowy”
by Gail Cohen

“Waterfall” by Gail Cohen



“Defeat”
Award of Merit Black & White

By Dave Garrett
Canon 1D 70-200mm lens F2.8

“Hatchineha Florida Sunset”
Keith Wright-Osment

Lumex Z55, 35-420mm lens F5.6

“All Riled Up”
Honorable Mention

 By Lisa Willnow
Taken at the bird rookery St. Augustine

using a Sony DSC H5

“Chairs”
By Pamela Price

All Photographs in this newsletter are the property and copyright© 2010 of the
makers of the photographs and may not be reproduced, copied or used in any
form what so ever, without the express written permission of the maker.

NOTE:



“Colorful Gourds”
By Charles Kellington

Award of Merit
“Water Nymph”

By Stefania Wright-Osment
Second Place Award

On Saturday, July 24th, 2010, the whole world will be walking again with Scott Kelby, president of
the National Association of Photoshop Professionals (NAPP) and #1 bestselling computer and
technology book author, in the Third Annual Worldwide Photo Walk™.  Last year over 32,000

amateur and professional photographers in 900 cities all around the world participated in the Second Annual Scott
Kelby’s Worldwide Photo Walk.   Once again, chosen to lead the Photo Walk in Vero Beach is professional
photographer J. Scott Kelly, owner of Island Images Professional Photography Studio, Inc.

 There is no fee to participate but pre-registration is required. Just go to the Worldwide Photo Walk Vero
Beach, and join in on the fun.  Anyone can participate too. All you need is a camera. It doesn’t even matter what kind
of camera either. People have showed up with disposables in the past, had a blast, and left with a new appreciation for
photography.  At the time of this being written there were less than twenty spots still available for the photo walk.

 Scott Kelby credits the success and popularity of the event to the social aspect of photography the world over.
“Photography is usually viewed as a solitary activity, but the truth of the matter is that people love to shoot together, compare notes and
just have fun with photography,” said Kelby. “The Worldwide Photo Walk is a social phenomenon. I’ve had group leaders contact
me to tell me that they’ve turned their walk into a monthly event. Other people tell me that they’ve made friends at the very first Photo
Walk that they’ve kept to this day. It’s the joy of shooting with friends, new and old that makes this event so special.”

 In addition to enjoying a day of photography with other like-minded individuals, participants may also be
eligible to win prizes from the Worldwide Photo Walk’s sponsors if their photo is chosen as the best photo of the day
by their walk leader. Each winning walk photo is then entered into a global competition where Scott Kelby picks the
single “best photo” of the event along with 10 runners-up. Full details are available at:

http://worldwidephotowalk.com/

 To learn more about the Third Annual Worldwide Photo Walk in Vero Beach, call (772) 643-6994 or visit
www.AdventurePhotographyWorkshops.com

Third Annual Worldwide Photo Walk™



FCCC 2010 Convention
A statewide convention. Hosted by The Naples Digital Photography Club

Theme: The Nature of Photography

Dates:               November 6 & 7, 2010

Place:                       Edison State College - Naples, FL

Saturday,

November 6 Workshops

A - Everglades Adventure - Clyde Butcher

B - Corkscrew Sanctuary - Larry Richardson

C - Naples Botanical Gardens - Jim White

D - Shy Wolf Sanctuary - TBD

E - Lighting and Modeling - Carman Shetfino

F - Photoshop Basics - TBD

Morning Afternoon

A - Lighting - Carmen Schettino

B - Blurb - Robyn Scott

C - Birds - TBD

D - Photoshop - TBD

E - Mats & Framing - Barbara DiMattio

F - Conservation & Photographs - Connie
Bransilver

Lunch featuring a "Pig Roast" BBQ

FCCC BOD Meeting

Keynote address- Clyde Butcher

Awards Ceremony

Free time for photo-ops,
vendor visits, gallery

Photo-ops will be made available throughout the day; including models, animals, birds, etc.

 In keeping with the theme, "The Nature of Photography," the keynote
speaker will be the internationally recognized photographer and conservationist
Clyde Butcher. In addition, Clyde will lead our Everglades Adventure Workshop on
Nov. 6th. This is a rare opportunity to explore the wonders of the Florida Ever-
glades with one of its most passionate advocates!

Sunday,

November 7

Vendors from all areas of photography will be on site with the latest equipment and information available.

Registration will begin August 1st


